Redeclaration of the sovereign
People of the united States of America
1. Assemble under God for all the world to hear and see upon each state's signatories
hereto numbering at least twenty-six souls and organized under God as the wellregulated Guardians of the Free Republics;
2. Restore and re-inhabit through this Declaration the legitimate constitutional
governments of these free republics in peace and harmony;
3. Conclude the era of illicit corporate governance by renouncing in the presence of the
Creator forever, and without contrived ambiguity, all permissions, delegations of
authority, and grants of attorney, real or imagined, to corporations posing as legitimate
governments, in particular the United States Federal Corporation and all subdivisions
thereof;
4. Assemble upon each state's signatories hereto numbering to at least twenty-six souls de
jure Grand Juries in the People's common law, herein authorized in remedy of the selfevident expositions of truth attached hereunder to forthwith:
A) Order and conduct forensic accounting of the various trusts, so-called legacy
accounts attributed to the people, to facilitate a return to the people of the wealth
which has been taken by fraudulent artifice on the part of the banking institutions of
this or any country in particular the ill-gotten gains of foreclosure and fraudulent
foreign taxation;
B) To peacefully eliminate all existing government structures, entities, and agencies that
have been derived from the de facto corporations posing as legitimate governments;
to issue orders to the military, police, and corporate powers of the land, and;
C) To enforce our Divine rights to such lawful government as was
already ensured by our constitutions and restore de facto actors to lawful de jure
capacity duly confined by the constitutions of these republics and replace the noncompliant; thus, restoring to each and every American their in law, dry land, Divine
Rights of birth, and the fruits of their individual and ancestral labor as quickly,
efficiently, and discretely as possible without causing undue alarm or stress, and
without malice for anyone.
5. Forgive in the Name of the Creator all who repent their political and economic
misdeeds.
It is hereby so decreed and ordered by the sovereign People of these free American republics
assembled herein.

